SECRET OF THA POOR TREE

HYMNS, BALLADS, EXALTATIONS

This book is a imagisms. Symbolic signs, in this universe, is the image, in designing the true sexes. (women.) Women are the true masters of this entire universe. If you feel as if you know & believe that, you can & will achieve the enigmas of life if you feel eccentric. If you feel along as if don't no she understand you, if you believe in the paranormal - anomalies, & the sacred secret of this earth, if you have in any type of active relationship with a man & if you experience suppression than look no more for help. The answer may be RITE HERE (GOT MINE) (mother power)

WARNING! Do not read if you not mature & ready for the power within.

This book contains partial ancient teaching now hidden from the women race.

Please be careful this is not for everyone & any typical person/woman.
WARNING
LADIES
THIS IS NOT INTENDED FOR EVERYONE

YA MIND YA MINE MAY NOT BE CAPABLE ENOUGH TO HANDLE THIS LEVEL OF OVER-STAND IN SECRECY OF THE POOR TREE. YOU HAVE BEEN WARNED. READ AT YOUR OWN RISK.

JABATANÀ OF TI STINKÀ NUKÀ
KÌ SHÛ KÌ BI BI YO BI

BAD OR WORST
READ THIS SECRET.
IF YOU CANT KEEP IT YA MAY GET CURSED.

These poems bear the gifts of curse.
Somewhere Good or Good work
Travel & Control
The Universe.
Some bad will hurt
Curse to the Earth.
These songs of the Poor Tree is not you
Only for Her.
The Princess.
"You might Die. You've been warned!"

O
Watch your thoughts, they become your emotions.
Watch ya emotions, they become your words.
Watch ya words, they become ya habits.
Watch ya habits, they become your character.
Watch ya character, it becomes ya destiny!!

Tha fruit don't fall far from tha tree.
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TA GUIDE ONE SELF THRU LIFE, ONE MUST BE AWARE OF LIFE'S REALITIES AND OF ITS EXTREME HARDSHIPS, FOR IT IS ONE WHO MUST FACE AND ACCEPT THESE VARIOUS CHALLENGES IF HE/SHE WISHES TO EXIST WITH THE HONOR & RESPECT OF A MAN/WOMAN. TA STRUGGLE, FA SUCH IS NEVER EASY. FOR SHE/HE MUST REALIZE & RECOGNIZE HER/HIS WEAKNESS, AN HER/HIS STRENGTH AND SEPARATE THA TWO. FOR ITS ABSOLUTELY ESSENCE TO AVOID THA DANGERS OF ANY SELF DOUBT AND CONFUSION- TA FOCUS, UPON YA SURROUNDINGS ONE MUST LOOK CLOSELY- WITH GREAT CAUTION, THEN USE HER/HIS EXPERIENCE TO PAVE HER/HIS WAY WITH SINCERE CAUTION, DETERMINATION AND DEVOTION IN ORDER TA RISE ABOVE THA AVERAGE INDIVIDUALS OF WOE MAN-KIND WHO LIVE IN CONTENT WITH THEIR OVERLY EXAGGERATED AND ARTIFICIAL EXISTANCE OF A TYPICAL WOE-MAN-MAN-CHILD. THAT PATH OF A WARRIOR IS PRECAUTIONS IN MANY WAYS AND ONE ACCEPTS THIS LIFE SHE/HE MUST EMBRACE IT AND APPROACH IT WITHOUT HESITATION NOR FEAR. FOR IT IS THA BRAVERY AN GUTS OF A WOMAN OR MAN THAT MAKES A TRUE WARRIOR... NO WOE-MAN OR WOE-WOMAN IS IMMUNE TA THE DANGERS AND FOLLY OF THA COMMON INDIVIDUALS WHO SECRETLY HIDE THA TRANSGRESSION OF THEIR SHAME AND FEARS TA SURVIVE THI EXTREMELY HARSH AND TREACHEROUS WAY OF LIFE. SHE/HE MUST (WITH OUT DOUBT) EMBRACE- HAVING THA FIRE AND A FIERCE WILL TA LIVE AN DYE FA THA LIFE SHE/HE CHOOSES. ONE MUST STRIVE FA PERFECTION, OBEDIENCE ALONG WITH RESPONSIBILITY & ACCOUNTABILITY WITH THA SISTERS OF CONFIDENCE. FOR THA POWER IN ONES BELIEVES AN ABILITIES TA SUCCEED- BREATHE OUT OF CONFIDENCE.

SOUL-JAS ARE MANY, BUT WARRIORS ARE A FEW! "WE LIVE TA DIE BUT WE DYE IN THA ORDER JUST TA LIVE!"

(WE MUST LIVE AN HONORABLE LIFE OF A WARRIOR WIS SO CHOOSE TO BE, AN ACCEPT THA 'ROOTLESS' FRUITS OF LIFE AN DEATH, HONORLW, WITH PRIDE & DIGNITY)

SISTA'S AN BRATH'S... KEEP IT MOVE IN!!!

CANT STOP WON'T STOP... 1971 RW, STW (RIP)

J.E.

X90
ETHOS

ETHOS, THE IDEALISM
GREEN'S US
WITH GREEN'S US.
A DISCREET FORNICATION
TA CHEAT US.
BEAT US, WE BEAT YOU.
CHEAT US, WE NOW DESERVE
TA CHEAT YOY.
STOLE YO FRUIT.
ANNIHILATE ALL YO TROOPS
ETHOS, WHAT YOU DID
TO M
HELL YEAH, TWICE,
I'LL DO IT BACK
TO YOU.

"WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT HOW WE GOT HERE
BUT WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?"

"DON'T REJECT US.
JUST
TRY TO ACCEPT US."

"TEAM WORK MAKE THA DREAM WORK."

BLACC LIVES MATTERS
RELEGATE

ADVOCATE FROM THE OPPRESSOR,
HELL A EASY TO BLEED
FROM ALL THIS PRESSURE,
EMPTY-NEST, INSIDE MY CHEST.
THEIR'S NOTHIN LEFT
BUT THE MESS.
TO ALL OPPRESS
BLACK DEATH, CAST
ON MY PEOPLE.
THIS HOW THEY READ YOU,
INSIDE A CASES
I'M A SLAVE,
THEY SAY I'M EVIL,
I'M FILLED WITH HATE.
BUT WHO'S THE SNAKE,
SMILE IN-YA-FACE-
WITH THO INTENT TO
PILLAGE AND RAPE.
RELEGATE, MY SKIN,
IT'S A SIN.
YOU WONDER WHY I
SMOKE WHTO GET HIGH,
DRINKIN ON GIN.
I'MA JIN - A
GINNIE IN A BOTTLE, SEAL THA NOZZLE,
CLOSE THA TOP.
'N TOSSE IN THE OCEAN.
CAST AWAY - WITH OUT
KNOWIN WHERE THA
FUC IM GON...
SOLITARY CONFINEMENT, THE
FACIST IS THEY RACIST.
SOCIALISM - CAPITALISM
WHY MUST I TAKE IT,
CAST ASIDES, ONLY TO DIE.
JUST C'Z I'M LAZY INAKED.
DEAR YOUNG LOVE,
I LOVE YOU.
YOUR LOVE, WHO CARES WHAT THEY SAY.
PLEASE, LET US CONTINUE TO PLAY.
IM HERE TO STAY.
WE LIVE FOR TODAY.
THIS IS WHAT YOU SAY.
"LOVERS OF TODAY JUDGE ME NOT."
IM YOUNG & HOT.
HERE, TO GIVE THIS WORLD WHAT ALL I GOT!"
oasis

The comfort she gives,
She sustain my dying will
"O", it allows me
To continue too live.
The land
Of milk and honey,
The fountain
Of Youth.
The Tree of Life.
Bare fruit
She's the ultimate
Truth.

A beautiful world,
The seminal troves
Of her Beautiful
Pearl,
Kiss of Life.

I've swallowed her mountains like watermelon,
Cantaloupe,
Sweet Red Juice.
I've drunk
From her bloody
Bleeding fruit.
Sweet fountain,
This here's...
A world of happy tears.
No death can
Take me
Long as I
Live in
Her oasis.
Inside here.
EPITAPH

Out of sight, out of mind, dead, in a world
To the world of worlds
An world.
Just a memory.
Do you remember me,
Speak of my history.
Cherish
The legacy.
A struggle to be free.
Break away, the bandages,
These shackle.
These chains.
My tears, my fears,
My pain.
Help by the reign, please pour rain,
Where my blood is stamed.
I'm dyin' out
I'm cryin' out
Can you hear me now
Can you hear me now
It's so dark.
I can't sleep.
I'm dead.
Alone.
You hear me weep.
Remember me
Don't leave me here alone.
For the grand rope
Reaps me, I'm coming home.
The final breath
Beat the ballad
The hymn of memories.
The legacy
When I once was alive.
Do you remember me?
RAT RACE

Born to die before it's time
I almost die, when I
Was sixteen.
Sleeping dreams, slipping when I got high.
Every time - a
Sip from my wings,
Cup of courage
Every time, I'm on
My grind, pray

 Forgiveness, hell fuuuin now
I'm reckless
So what,
I'm not afraid
To be buried.
I'm in a hurry
I long tha
Rush,
A brush, of livin
Wild,
I'm a manchild
I'm a baby
Love
My style,
For a while
I've been tha owl,
Walkin blind
Down tha isle, nigga livin foul,
Now hear me howl.

I'm tha beast.
They tryna bring me down.
Stand on my feet,
I embrace tha street
4 eva now.
Rat race, I will embrace
No matter what
It is.
I will face,
Tha rat race,
Will perish away,
Some day.
IMPELMENTED

BAD DEEDS FOR A WORTHY CAUSE.
IT IS WHAT IT IS.
SCREW BAD.
I TAKE FULL RESPONSIBILITY
FOR ALL THAT
SHIT I EVER DID.
I'LL DO
WHATEVER NEED TO BE DONE.
SELL DRUGS
USE SOME.
BEFORE
I USE MY GUN.
FUCK THA SON.
TA HELL WITH JESUS CHRIST.
NO HELL NO HEAVEN
DON'T BELIEVE THA HYPE.
IM THA ONE
IM THE ONLY ONE,
UNDER THA SUN
ON THA RUN.
IMPELMENTED
NO WAY NO HOW
WILL I EVER BE
REPENTENT.
INEVITABLE

PREDESTINE, so you must
EMBRACE WHAT'S @ HAND.
LIVE AS A COWARD
OR DIE
AS A MAN/WOMAN
LIFE IS CONTRARY
KEEP A MULTIA FUCCA
LEARY
IT'S ALRIGHT THOUGH
TO BE WOEFUL
BUT NEVA SCARY.
SOMETHING EARLIER
NATURAL WILL EVENTUALLY
HAPPEN.
HOO D SHIT HAPPEN
NO TALKIN ONLY ACTION,
NO QUESTIONS
NO TIME
TO BE ASKIN
WHY ME
WHY, DO ALL THIS
SHIT
HANG TO HAPPEN.
SEDlITON

PLAY YA POSITION MY NIGGA
Kindle Rendition
Squeeze Tha Trigga My Nigga, Play Ya Position
Fuc Tha World
And Tha Media,
Fuc Tha Upper Class
They Don't Believe In Us.
No Beef With Europeans
We Want Spain,
Who Lock Tha Chain
Bring Tha Pain
Once They Reign,
Now We United.
Same Issue
Can't Deny It
Look, You Will Be
Win, If You Keep Tryin',
Rally Tha Troops
True Blue Salad
My Nigga Squad Up
Tha Ghost Time Is Up,
I've Heard Our Mother Call
Sign Of Tha Earth,
Time To C-Walk, March
Upon Dead Soil,
Tha Evils Of Tha Golden Harp, A Song Of
Stale Wine & Stinking Oil,
Blaze Asunder
Raze An Plunder
Rock Em All
They All Will Fall,
From Tha Power
Of Our Storm
An Thunder.
1215 Jews

THA JEWS, RHYTM & BLUES
LOOK WHAT THET BEEN THRU,
ANTI-JEW RIOT
IN 1449; TOLEDO.
CRYPTO,
JEWS KILLIN' ANY
EUROPEAN WITH ANY
TRACE OF JEWISH BLOOD,
JUST LIKE AFRICANS THEY'RE TREATED
WITH NO LOVE,
CALLED THUGZ
HEY, MARRANOS,
YOU AINT NOTHIN'
BUT ANOTHER OREO!
REMEMBER THA JEWS
IN THA CITY
OF MAINZ....
MAY 3Rd 1596
TOWN OF WORMS
TOWN OF SPEYER
THA SLAUGHTER
THA PAIN.... WHERE WAS THE PRAYER,
RESILIENCE THRU IT ALL,
JUST LIKE US JEWS MAINTAIN, THRU IT ALL.... BERLIN WALL
MICHAEL BERENBAUM.
"WE SHOULD LET OUR SUFFERINGS
However
IN COMMENSURATE,
UNITE US IN
CONDEMNATION
OF INHUMANITY, RATHER THAN DIVIDE US
IN A CALCULUS
CALAMITY,"
ALL DIVING,
1218 BRING PEACE UPON PALESTINE.
Matriarch

Worthy of my faith.
Worthy to be worship.

For I am your lackey. 
Haven't you will have me.
To you I'll pray.
Every night.
Every day, haven't you will have me. Just ask me.

A True ruler of my heart
Guide me.
When all day's
Become stark. Hide me.
I'll love you
In full.
All in part.

Sweet darkness
The power in ya color.
I will never worship
Another.

I testify there's no other.
Dity gods nor goddess.
For you alone I'll love you
Mother. Sista, friend.
Mamma, baby.
Tha drama, so crazy.

But, I will believe in you.
Breathe in me.

Tha breath of life.
I'll breathe in you.

Enlightenment.
Excitement.

Tha Queen An't. Tha Queen Beg.
Allow me to follow you.
Dear love "O" lead me.

Lead me to battle.
We can not fail.

Tha goddess in you allow your
Always prevail.
I FEEL YA HURT

I DON'T KNOW WHAT I WAS THINKIN'
DON'T KNOW FA SHIT
WHAT THA FUCI I WAS DRINKIN'.
I WILL NOT TRY
TA STAND HERE TA JUSTIFY,
MY
FUCKED UP BEHAVIOR
WHY DID I
ALWAYS HAVE TO LIE,
I DIDN'T MEAN TO MAKE YOU CRY,
BABY I'M SORRY
I TRULY APOLOGIZE. I TRULY APOLOGIZE.

I NEEDED YOUR FULL ASSISTANCE
BUT MY PRIDE
KEPT ME IN FULL RESISTANCE.
MY INTENTIONS WERE TO BE
HUMBLE,
BUT WHAT I DID TO YOU,
ONLY CAUSE YOU
TO STUMBLE.
YOUR HEART, IN THE PALM OF
MY HANDS, I'VE SUNK IN.
NOW THAT IT DROP
IT IS MY OWN HEART, THAT HAVE SEEM TO
STOP.
WE PAIN DREAMS OF YOU
I HAVE IN THA MOMENTS
BRINGS ME TRANQUILITY, BUT,
I AM CONSTANTLY
REMINDED, WHY
I SUFFER FOR I AM GUILTY
I AM GUILTY.
WILL YOU EVER FORGIVE ME
IT HURTS IT HURTS
NOW I BEAR THA
CURSE,
I FEEL YOU'RE HURT.
@ LEAST 8 TIMES WORST.
I FUCKED UP HELLA BAD

YOU NEVA MISS
A GOOD THING TILL ITS GONE.
I STILL DESERVE
A KISS THO,
EVEN THOUGH
I KNOW
I'VE DONE YOU TOTALLY WRONG.
I FUCKED UP HELLA BAD
BABY I AIN'T HAO,
EVEN MAO,
THAT YOU ARE MAO.@ ME.
IM JUS T SAO
CUZ I'VE LOST
THA BEST THING I'VE EVA HAO.
I FUCKED UP HELLA BAD,
Honesty, KEEPIN IT TRUE,
I JUST DI'NT CONSIDER
YA FEELIN'S, I'VE NOW
CAUSED YOU TO BE BITTER
NO FUTURE HEALING
NO REGREMIN, IT
JUSTIFIES THA SCREAMING
ALL THAT SCREAMIN
IT'S HER WAY TA
RELEASE ALL HER
SCREAMING
I FUCKED UP HELLA BAD
CUZ I'VE LOST
THA ONLY TRUE LOVE THAT
I'VE EVER HAD.
"WORDS ARE MEANT TO MAKE US STRONG, 
BUT WORDS ALONE CANNOT 
CORRECT WHAT'S WRONG."

THA ONLY WAY I COULD'VE EXPLAIN 
IS TO BARE THIS UNBAREABLE PAIN

I'M ASHAME.
NOW, THAT I SEE,
I'M HOPIN TO BE FREE, BUT 
NOT FROM BLAME, PLACE IT INSIDE A FRAME.
I'M GUILTY, TAKIN FULL 
RESPONSIBILITY. I'M GUILTY AS GUILTY DEFINES ME.
NO EXCUSES, BUT 
ALL I ASK IS, FOR A FEW 
SECOND TO HEAR ME OUT...

MY HANDS, MY HANDS 
IS MUST TOUCH, LOVE, FEEL, HEAL,
TOO HOLD YOU 
IN MY ARMS, BUT 
MY HANDS, MY HANDS
I'VE ABUSED
AN USED
ONLY TA PHYSICALLY CAUSE YOU 
HARM.
I DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO DEAL 
WITH ALL MY STRESS,
WITH ALL MY MESS,
I USED MY HANDS I'VE 
FAILED THA TEST,
I HAVE NO RIGHT 
EVEN IF YOU WERE MY WIFE.
YOUR NOT PIECE 
OF PROPERTY
YOUR PEACE OF ALL WALKS 
OF LIFE.

WORDS WILL NOT CHANGE MEMORIES OF THA PAST NOR
WHAT I SAY TODAY 
ADDRESSES OUR PAST, BABY -
IT IS HERE @ LAST, I'M HERE @ LAST, BUT 
I'VE GROWN TA THAT MAN
TO ACCEPT, I WAS TOTALLY WRON.
FOR ABUSIN MY HANDS.
"I took advantage
I guess that makes
me a savage.
Tha wolf eat
tha rabbit."

BABY DON'T RUN, PLEASE
DON'T RUN,
WHEN I COME.
ONLY WAY TO STOP
ME
YOU HAVE TO USE GUN.

DON'T BE AFRAID,
BABY DON'T BECOME THAT SLAVE,
"A VICTIM TO A MAN'S RAGE."
FOR YOU BABE.
FIND YA COURAGE,
PLEASE BE BRAVE.

I THRIVE OFF WEAKNESS.
YA WEAKNESS, YA WEAKNESS
YOU GOTTA SLAP ME (LITERALLY)
USETHAT EA MEAKNESS

I WILL TELL YOU I'M SORRY
JUST 'TA DO IT AGAIN
AN AGAIN, OVER AGAIN
WHY DO YOU CONTINUE
TO PRETEND
AS IF YOU DONT SEE IT'S NOT GONNA EVER
COME TO END.

BABY, USE YA GIFT
PUNCH MY MOUTH
BUST MY LIPS
GOD DAMN IT!
"JUST DO SOMETHIN',"!!
ANY THIN', CUZ
I WONT QUIT.
TILL YOU RESIST!
ONLY IF YOU KNEW
YOUR STRONGER THAN A
MAN, BUT
BLIND YOU ARE.
YET TO OVERSTAND, AND STAND. PLEASE STAND.
Why you understand
You say you understand
A man
You what!
You understand
A man!

This is exactly why
That mutha fucka
Feels it's aight to use his hands
& beat ya ass.

You understand - Overstand! That man.
A man.
"You got tha power"
Tha secret, but a man got you sleepin,
He put ya ass in his place
Right where you used to keep him!

Baby you tripin!
I BELIEVE IN YOU

I DON'T KNOW WHERE TO BEGIN THESE WORDS
BUT, I KNOW IT'S TIME FOR YOU TO BE HEARD.

I BELIEVE IN YOU -
ALLOW ME TO WORSHIP YOU, PRAY TO YOU,
THA POWER OF LIFE, BREATHING THA INSIDE OF YOU.

I BELIEVE IN YOU -
YOU CAN SING JUST A SIMPLE BASIC SONG
INSPIRATION, THA CONFIDENCE, IT KEEP ME STRONG

I BELIEVE WITH YOU -
I WILL LIVE, AN NEVER DIE. I BELIEVE IN YOU, YA TRUTH.
YES I DO. NEXT TO YOU, I WILL FLY HIGH.
LOOK WHAT YOU CAN ACCOMPLISH, THA BREATHE
OF LIFE.
THA STRENGTH TA FIGHT. YOU GIVE YA LIFE, WITH ALL
YA MIGHT. YOU DON'T THINK TWICE,
TO MAKE A SACRIFICE.

I BELIEVE IN YOU -
THA TEARS YA CRY, IS ONLY TEARS OF YA CHILDREN's
DISPAIR.
YOU CRY NOT CUZ YOU WEAK,
NOT TOO TURN THA OTHER CHEEK
BUT SOLELY YOU CRY BECAUSE YOU CARE.

I BELIEVE, WITH YOU -
SO THIS IS THA REASON WHY I AM HERE,
CUZ I BELIEVE IN YOU.

THIS IS REASON FOR YOU - THA REASON FOR YOU
WAKE UP BITCH!
CUZ I REALLY DO BELIEVE IN YOU.
BABY YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE
I'M ALWAYS THINKIN' OF.
YA LOVE IS THA ONLY LOVE
IT INSPIRES ME.
IT MAKES ME HAPPY.
I DREAM OF YOU.
EVEN WHEN I'M AWAKE.
I'M HUNGRY.
WITH A APPETITE.
TO KISS YA CREAM.
AND EAT YA CAKE.
I'M IN LOVE.
SO IN LOVE.
THOUGHTS BARELY MET.
THA LETTERS OF LOVE.
I CAN SEE WHAT I'S ACTUALLY NEXT.
I NEED TO KISS YA NOCK.
MASSAGE YA FEET.
AN RUB YA [BLANK]/BREAST.
LET ME ROLL MY TONGUE
UPON THA FOUNTAIN.
OF YOUTH.
LET ME CLIMB HIGH.
UPON THA MOUNTAIN ON TOP OF YOUTH.
ALL NIGHT LONG I WILL CLIMB.
WITH EVERY STEP.
A DEEP STROKE NICE AND SLOW.
UNTIL YA WET.
UNTIL IM DEEP INSIDE.
THA DEPTH.
I'LL TAKE MY TIME.
@ LEAST 2 HOURS.
CAN YA HANDLE WHEN YOU FEEL MY STEEL.
AN MY POWERS.
I LOVE THA RAGS.
COTTON TAGS TAKE IT OFF.
I'M KINDA' BLUE.
LET ME EARN MY RED WINGS.
I'm not vampire, but I like it, period. Every cycle I get excited.
I'm the spider, take me higher.
Lay on my web.
Let me suck the juice from in between ya legs.
Give you head.
Watch you go "O, no!
My love, my touch.
Will cause you to bust,
a gush, honey juice red
sweet like candy crush.
Damn you so pretty,
everything about it.
My thoughts are clear.
Every time you cum, right there
Your moans announce it.
I pounce it.
Baby, your the best
I need you
You ever let's stay together
I will feed you
Fuck the rest.
We fuck to live
The moment of no regret.
My Heiress, trumpet,
every test I'm bless.
Renovate it to the ritual immortal, no death.
I will believe yeva I will breathing
I love it when you bleed
This is how we breed
In a pure form of life
You conceive.
I be fools you every day
I pray
to you down on my knees.
I was wrong baby, ya right
I should have listen
Baby I was trippin

I made many bad decisions, pride
clouds, my vision.
Folly, no wisdom
I apologize for it was
not my intention...
For my contentions...
my contention, shows my true
transgressions, oppression.
You got a stressin' that
I'm good cuz now I've
learn a valuable lesson,
no more guessin', I know
the answer, now to all
your questions.
"The love letter",
not words, but
only my actions will I
make it better...

I will listen more when ever you talk,
I will not interrupt...
I will pay close attention whenever
you need my understanding,
no longer will I be so demandin'
I, relinquish my command,
quality time we'll spend, more and more,
together we will explore
the good an' bad times of this world.
but, as long as I'm with you,
eye, morning, I'll greet you
and kiss you, as I miss you.
once a week, I'll massage ya feet,
I promise you a good meal ya cook (baby boy),
even on a bad day I'll
tell you how beautiful you look (head to feet).
I'LL TAKE YA HAND, AN' HOLD IT
EVER SO GENTLE.
I WILL RESPECT YA FEELINGS
GIVE YOU TIME' FA THA HEALIN'
BE IT PHYSICAL OR MENTAL.
I'LL GO GROCERY SHOPIN' WITH YOU.
EVERY NIght I'LL TAKE OUT THA TRASH.
NO MORE WILL I COMPLAIN. I'LL COMPLETE THA TASK.
I'LL NOW, ACCOMPLISH ALL THAT YOU ASK.
I'LL EVEN GET A JOB.
GIVE UP THA FAST LIFE
NO MORE LIVIN' LIKE A THUG,(BUT STILL AGAINST THA
000), NO MORE HATE BABY, I'M FLL
OF LOVE.
I'LL BE CONSIDERATE, AN I'LL ASK
YOU WHAT YOU THINK OF.
I'LL RESPECT YOUR OPINIONS.
EVERY WORD THAT YOU SPEAK.
I LIKE HOW YOU THINK.
SO, WE FA MA'M, WILL WORK TOGETHER.
FA THA BETTER.
AN BE ALL WE SUPPOSE TO TRULY BEE.
YOU & ME, BABY JUST YOU AN ME.
IN OUR MANSION, SIPPIN' ON WINE,
IN FRONT OF THA FIRE PLACES
WILL YOU BEE MINE?
LOOK IN MY EYES. SEE ME SOUL
LOOK UP,
SEE ME. TRUST DON'T LET GO.
LOOK DOWN, SEE MY LOVE
WATCH IT GROW.
AS WE BEGIN TA KISS.
MY HAND CARESS ES YA BREAST
WHILE I PUT KISS'S & HICKIES
ALL OVER YA NECK.
DO I MAKE YOU WET.
YOU MAKE ME SWEAT.
FROM ALL THOSE WORRYING WAYS
THAT WE HAVE SEX.
I BEGAN TO KISS YOU ALL OVER YA BODY.
Then SUCK ON YA NIPPLES. BITE YA LEAPT NIPPLE WHILE I PINCH YA RIGHT NIPPLE.
Finally my tongue slides down YA BREAST TO YA STOMACH.
Down TO YA Spotlight ARE
You not. ARE YOU NOT.
I wanna Suck on CLIT. Kiss ya lips,
While, I slide my two fingers inside you.
I won't quit
not until I drive you home
not in my mouth baby.
I'm in that zone.
When ever you began to moan.
it's all about what you desire
you like my file.
I will never get tired
you I adore. Baby let's fuck, baby
Sit on my pole
ride me home
Till you burst a good nut
I'm all about you, it's whatever
You choose ya do...

Now, here's an now,
I vow. Show me how,
We can get married...
And I will be the best husband.
I will make ya bath water nice
An hot, before you come home from work.
I will ask you how ya day was.
I will massage ya until ya body
Once or twice a week,
A Gourmet Promise to meet,
I worship there, I bow to their
"O Holy" From here to feet,
There Queen Bee... let me take that
Honor. Kiss ya feet,
I will hold onto to my heart
I will give you my all, even when we're apart.
We can go to amusement park
Disney land, Knott's Berry Farm
Magic Mountain.
Together we climb this mountain.
Our love is the truth of your purpose,
Eeva we live. Eeva you rule...
The purpose your purpose becomes my purpose.
Better days to make our children
Lives better.
The love letter...
A promise to love you
For worst
&
For the better.
She's tha Beamin Life
Inside tha darkness of my hell
How tha F**k this feelin
Arrived, I delve
Sittin here on this shelf.
In a state of love an emotion
Which way I am goin'
To be honest I ain't
Even known.

But im goin
Ta follow tha life
In infinite Rite
Eternal Life
Ta Beamin light
A million miles away
Still shine bright.
Some times in life when we feel something inside of us feel good, that's matters at this end of the day? Is feel good, cur I it is good. But in Deed we all know all good things don't last long, unless it is truly just meant to be, only the test of time can determine such embark endeavor. Feel me. 5-13-2015

was solely a great reminder, a reminder of how we have made each other feel. I need you say more less (our endeavor). As far

I don't know when I will see you cur only time can tell. As of now, thro, I am anticipating that I will. So I am letting my emotions in my feelings run freely. It is the sole contention of security & true privacy. First of all, I like you & one day I will marry you! Every time I do, must serve a purpose, nothing I do is in vain. It is not about me - it is about us. The very fact that we can grow together as one.

truly I presumes, strangely, that you know what you want. But do you know exactly what you need?

Before I continue, I hope you can switch languages & topics because throughout out my intro monologue I will be bouncing around switching topics. Why? Cuz its so much shit that I need to say. I really don't know what do actually bring up first, majority of what I'm bout to convey is primary various topics, so its not really an alphabetical order I do in, so I hope you will pay attention. Peruse if need be before onto this with open mind & a open heart, hopefully I make myself clear. As honest as I can. . .

I think I'm in love with you.

DEAR MS. S. PERILTI
YA HOLY TEMPLES
YA LOVES YA HOLY GRAIL
SPIRITUAL I MENTAL
WHEN WE FAIL, IT
ONLY MAKES US PROVAIL.
WHAT IS YA PURPOSE
WHY YOU HURTN?
NO SHOW, GIRL PLEASE
CLOSE YA CURTAINS.
YOU CHARGE YA WORKIN
YA DIAMOND & PEARL
IS WHY YA WORTH IT
CLOSE YA SHOP - NUMB YA WORKIN.
BABY LOVE YA SELF.
DO YOU NEED MY HELP
YOU COULD HAVE MY LOVE
YOU DON'T NEED IT
FRAN NO OUN SELFS.

I LOOK BEHIND YA PAST
NOT BEHIND YA ASS
DON'T BREAK YA CLASS
GIRL, YOU STILL GOT CLASS
BUT YOU GOT CLASS, SO TAKE YA ASS TA CLASS.

IT AINT ABOUT WHAT'S IN FA ME
IF THAT'S WHAT YOU ASSUME TO THINK.
I VALUE THA THINGS
I SEE, NOT THA BOOTY, YA INNER BEAUTY,
YA DIGNITY, KEEP YA DIGNITY

I KNOW YA BEEN THRU
YOU AINT ALONE,
BABY COME HOME, NO NEED
TA ROAM.
LEARN TA LOVE YA SELF
WHAT YOU LOOKIN FOR
YOU'LL FIND INSIDE YA SELF.
DO YOU REALLY NEED HELP

OF COURSE NOT
WHAT YOU NEED IS ALL YA GOT
SEE THA SPOT
OHN SEE IT NOT
IT AINT TO LATE
JUST GIVE IT A SHOT
BABY CLASS YA SHOP. AN TAKA CONTROL OF YA SELF.
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TA KNOW HOW OTHER PEOPLE BEHAVE TAKES INTELLIGENCE
BUT TO KNOW YA SELF TAKES WISDOM

TA MANAGE OTHER PEOPLE LIVES TAKES STRENGTH
TA MANAGE YOUR OWN LIFE TAKES TRUE POWER, COURAGE.
IF YOU ARE HAPPY WITH WHAT YOU HAVE
YOU CAN LIVE SIMPLY.

AND ENJOY PROSPERITY AND FREE TIME-
IF MY GOALS ARE CLEAR.
I CAN ACHIEVE THEM WITHOUT WORRY
IF I AM @ PEACE WITH MYSELF.
I WILL NOT SPEND MY LIFE IN CONFLICTS.
IF I HAVE LEARNED TO LET GO
I DO NOT NEED TO FEAR DYING. IT IS WHAT IT IS.

LEADERS ARE PIONEERS
WARRIORS WHO ARE WILLING TO STEP OUT
INTO THE UNKNOWN.
THEY ARE RISK TAKERS
WHO ARE WILLING TO INVENT AND EXPERIMENT.
THEY ARE PATRIOTS.
WHO DARE TO SACRIFICE THEIR LIVES
IN ORDER TO FIND NEW AND BETTER WAYS FOR OUR FUTURE,
TA SERVE AND PROTECT THE CHILDREN OF THE
WORLD OF TOMORROW. IT IS WHAT IT IS...

WHAT EVA COMES DEAR NOT RUN.
DRINK THA WINE
BEFORE IT'S TIME
KEEP IN MIND

YOU'LL CATCH THA RUNS
"O" SHIT
HERE IT COME
THA RUSH

YOU MAY FEEL IT INSIDE Y'ALL GUT
A RUSH
PUSH IT LOVE
IS IT TRUE LOVE

OR MAYBE 'JUST' LUST
THA RUSH
ANTICIPATION
PUERILE
WILD CHILD
REALIZATION

GRANTED THA ENSNEAVOR,
STILL IT AIN'T CLEVER
A FUCKED UP SITUATION
NO REBUTTAL
CONTENTION

THEE INEVITABLE DESTINATION
A RUSH
THO DREAMING RUSH,
BEFORE IT IS THA TIME
KEEP IN MIND

HER'S COMES THA EXACERBATION
SEDUCTION, MYTHIC DERIVATION
THA ADMIRATION

SWEET LIKE MONEY, IT AIN'T WORTH
NO MONEY.
WON'T BE FUNNY

AFTER THEE EXASPERATION,
LAY YA THOUGHTS
ON
THA BED OF DUBIOUS EXCLAMATION
PUERILE, PUERILE
POOR CHILD
PLEASE FIND PATIENCES
BEFORE PATIENCES.
MAKEBA. I'm feelin you

I'm really feelin you
Am I good enough
9 years locked in cell
I just need ta be touch
I'm in love with lust
@ least im honest
You need me too girl
I hear ya body callin
Some times you cry
Deep inside
Locked down but you
Wanna fly,
You wanna try
Why you actin shy
You could be happy
Why you like ta cry.

EPINEPHRINE
ADRENALINE
ENERGY FROM NERVE
Every time I see you
My loin, gotta goin
Im froze like a bird
MAKEBA what's the word
Fuc what you heard
You are the beautiful
Woman in my eyes
I've lied not this time
I'm guilty not
F a this crime
I'm stealin you
Yeah a nigger
Feelin you
A long song in Folsom

Behind steel doors,
I am alone on that floor.

I've fallen, but
I can get up
I can't get up
in pain striking
I lost my vision
I love that mission
but multa fec
that system
FUC prison...

I do embrace it
I chose I hate it
Alone I'll take it
sh*t, real nigga
Ain't no fake sh*t,
underground
we all escaping

Till then, I'll write that end. Fight till it end.

I'll use my pen
A long song in Folsom
Breath revenge,
A state of pretend she is my friend.

I'm seeing people
Evil walking past
My lonely path
One letter
One visit
Is all I ask
That worst feeling
Is my loneliness
In Folsom

But that's all I've ever had

[June 2013 - June 2015]
Dec 23rd 2013, I actually cried,
For the first time in a very long ass time.
I CAME TA BRING YA COMPANY

CAME, IN TO YA' LONELY WORLD.
YA FEEL ME,
MY MYSTERIOUS STREAM
OF EMOTION

EXPLODE FROM MOTIONS
RIDE THE WAVE
ON TOP
SURF THE OCEAN

TURN IT UP LIKE OAKLAND
CUM THE MAGIC
POTION

EXPRESS YA FEELIN
I'M SO HARD
SO EXPLAIN HOW
YOU FEEL
DO YA GREET
STARS

YA UNIVERSE FAR
I'LL TRAVEL FAR
INTO YA ABYSS
THA DOOR OF "O"
THA LID
ENTER THA HEAVENS
WALK THROW YA LIPS
GUIDE ME
WHILE I HOLD YA HIPS
THY ME
CUM! BRING YA KISS
THIS IS IT
YA NOT ALONE
CURLY HAIR DON'T CUMB
YOU REAL
NO CLONES
THA BLAC "O" ZONE
CUM TAKE ME HOME
YOU CAME TA BRING ME
YA COMPA'NY.
I CAME TA BRING YA COMPA'NY.
my only contradiction

TA OVER-STAND LIFE
WAIVE YA RITE
FA GET ABOUT WHEN 6 IN THA RIGHT.
DIG FOR TOMORROW
LIVE FA TA NIITE.

SAY WHAT YOU MEAN
MEAN WHAT YOU SAY
I CONTRADICK MY ACTIONS @
LEAST TWICE A DAY.

I DO BAD THINGS
FOR A GOOD CAUSE
I KNOW IM RIGHT.
THEN AGAIN I MAY BE WRONG.

I'M NOT A THIEVE
BUT I DO STEAL.
IT'S JUSTIFIABLE.
MY CHILDREN.
MY WIFE NEED A MEAL

I'M NO MURDERER
BUT, YOU THREATEN
MY FAMILY, I WILL,
I WILL, I WILL KILL.

I DON'T LIKE TA FIGHT
I'M NOT A BULLY
IF YA GEA PUSH ME.

I ONLY LIE, TA PROTECT
YOU.
I TRY
TO HATE YOU
ONLY TA FIND
MY SELF MORE IN LOVE
WITH YOU.
with should i be good,
hello.
look @ robin hood
steal goods
gave it ta tha poor.
need i say more
jesus married mary that
whore
God speak of peace
its God who starts all
Holy Wars.

"In the name of religion" 

They are in to submission 
Then they'll see God's
vision.

Till then starve thy
children
Plunder thy village
Pillage thy provision
Don't forget to
Rape an kill
Every man child
An women.

Don't forget that all shall
With love
And be forgiven.

God goes to prison
As the evils away. Forgiven
Religion - voodoo muslim
Jew buddah wiccan or
Christian.
My only contradiction
My only contradiction -
All opinions. The right & wrong
Of man's Idealism - isms.
Love. Love is an emotion.
It's no different from hate.
Love
You could some one
"Love at first sight"  
of hate, a stranger
as much as twice
with all ya might.
You ask why this
person can't commit.
I thought she love me.
Love, love ain't got shit
ta do with it.
Commitment comes
from a willin'.
You will see commitment
in everyone
in a million
You say, 'Oh bull shit-
That's crap.' Then
Ask ya self: Love....
You know he/she love you.
So, where is/she? @.
Actions speak louder
than words.
Love is loud.
Rainbows of colorful
clouds. All I heard.
Aint no gold
@ the end.
Yeah, you have love.
My love.
But you aint got a
true friend.
Love a four ever better
Like four seasons.
Love be going a change or
nothing.  

The weather. The summer drought.
Love. You... till all ya goods run out.
Fa the good - fa better.
Screw you too.

Just a lil bit. BARELY ENOUGH.

Don't be so damn naive to express ya trust.

No matter such fuck each letter word

"O I love you so so much"

be may? so, but don't be fooled.

Gonna be ya self baby

take ya silly ass mind back ta school.

"PROCESS OF HEALING"

Here's tha reason commitment is not long.

Love don't commitment.

It ain't tha same baby

the same different. You trippin'.

Im tell you. I am a child of wisdom,

my truth. Tha truth of experience.

Love don't make

a person committed

but I don't you hearin this.

Commitment is

Religion

"THA TRIBE OF WISDOM"

Tha mother of wisdom,

-POWER OF VOLLITION-

Please baby listen

Don't get ya self caught up

behind tha help

you brought up

It's better to wait. Love. Love ya self. Baby masturbate... That nigga love can wait. If he won't wait, that love is fake. Love is blind with no limit. No jurisdiction. No map to his commitment.
The mother of wisdom said it is the beginning from the past of a will. 
The institution of devotion to love for the women and all her children 
It's a choice. 
Planted by a voice. 
The loyalty of rejoice. 
Eat good or bad 
Happy or sad 
Thick and thin 
Lose or win 
Commitment comes from deep within.
I’ll like to send my condolences my sincere comiserate to all the families who are the survivors of this act of unforgivable atrocities, may blessings upon the mothers, an all the people, forgive us God but a thousand time a thousand curse be bestowed upon all terrorist evils.

today is a reminder to remember the memories of our past.
for France saved all it had the good the bad the moments that we have.
our true hero’s who took a stand to die with honor for the liberty of our land.

God forgive us not, for what we are about to do.
we live to die we die to live.
france - rally that troops salute.
tie up ya boot.
fight in the honor of today as those hero’s 125 people who just died for me an you.
WHITE COLLAR CRIME

WEAK IN N. MANS CRIME
COMMITTED BUT SUBMITTED
FROM MANKIND

THOSE GREEDY POLITICIANS
POLITICIZIN' POLITICK'EM

THAT VESY ONE
THAT MAKES THA RULES
BE THE SAME ONE
THAT BREAKS THA RULES

FAT MUTHA FUCKA
WITH THA FAT ASS
SAUSAGE FINGERS

STEalin' COOKIES OUT THA
COOKIES JAR.

HE STOLE A HUNDRED
TILL NO MONE LEFT.
HE TAKES ADVANTAGE OF
OF THA BLIND.
THA
DUMB AN THA DEAD
I KILL ONE
HE KILL TEN
THEY LET HIM GO FREE
BUT ID GONNA happen
SENTENCE MIGHT I
MY DEATH.

YOU GOT THA NERVE
TA SAY IM A THUG
CLA PAID FA THA
DRUGS
FBI PAID FA THA
DRUGS
A LICENSE TO BREAK
THA LAW
SWEPT UNDER THA RUG.
Commitment

TA BE HERE.
WEN OVA YA SHED TEARS
TA BELIEVE IN YOU
AND TA GUIDE YA THRU
LESSONS OF TRIAL AN ERROR

YA PAIN
IS MY PAIN
WE STAND AN WE
FIGHT TOGETHER

I'LL TAKE YA SIDE;
SHOW THA WORLDS
OF WORLDS I'LL
DIE TA LIVE RIGHT BY
YA SIDE

SERVIN YA,
MY COMMITMENT TA YOU,
is tha joy in my
PRIDE.

I'LL HAVE YA BACK
RIGHT OR WRONG
AN WHEN YA WEAK
I WILL LIFT YA UP
WITH BOTH OF MY PALM S

THA PURPOSE WE ARG "THA CHOSNS"
TWO GREATEST STARS,
IN PSALMS, WE THA
SONGZ OF PSALMS &
MY LOVE FA YOU
THRU
MY COMMITMENT
TA YOU
WILL ONLY MAKE YA MORO FOURS AN
STRONG.
BLAC HEART

MY BLACK HEART GOES OUT TO BLAC HEARTS
BLAC in Color
THA ESSENCE & THA BLISS IN
FROM 'MOTHER' (2004)
Ta ALL OF MY
BLAC SISTERS & BROTHERS.

BLAC SOIL
BLAC GaOL
BLAC DIAMONDs
RICH BLAC oIL

BLAC HEART
MASTER PEACE
OF BLAC ART
LOVE, LOYALTY & COMMITMENT
RESILIENCE FROM OUR OPPRESSOR
INTENTION, MY CONTENTION,
HEART I HAVE,
FOR I HAVE HEART
THA MAGIC
Ta TURN MY TRAGIC
INTO BLAC ART.

I LOVE MY BLACKNESS
Ta BE BLAC IS ATTRACTIVE
IT TAKES ONE PEOPLES
Ta BE PROUD DESPITE
THA EVILs
Ta BE BLAC IS AN ART
AND Ta LOVE MY RACE
IT MUST TAKES
ONCE TO HAVE
A PURE BLACK HEART
BLAC HEART IS BLAC ART
THA RELIC OF OUR PAST
I'll Boo Here Fa You
Go Their For You
Even When My Ass is
Hella Tired
An Don't Want To.
You will Get Mad @ Me
I will Get Mad @ You
It's All In Tha Gift,
Tha Patient Ta
Exist.
Thru Each Other
Mistakes
Thru Each Other
Bullshit.
For How Long We
Can Resist Tha Temptation Ta Give Up & Quit.
Is Tha Virtues Ta Commit. (Black Heart)

An Know, Matter What
People Say About You, I
Will Never Break Our
Beloved Bond.
Tha Only Way I'll Ever
Separate
Is Tha Moment You
Want Me Gone.

Other Than That,
Committed - I'll Four
Eva Bee
Tha This Exact
Committee Contract,
It'll Always Bee
Only You An Me.
EPISTAPH  EPISTAPH
MY BLAC PEOPLE'S  SEE OUR SADNESS
THAT VGLECT
THAT CONVRT
WHAT HURT'S
FROM GOOD 2 BADNESS
YET WE RAISE
AN GIVE HIGH PRAISE
STILL NOT FREE @ EAR
YET A BLAC HEART
IS THA BLAC ART
TA BED GIAD &
COMPLACENT FA ALL THAT
WE HAVE.....

BLAC HEART MY BAD
THA PRECIOS ORGAN
WHICH PUMP THS JUICE
OF LIFE THROW OUT
THA LAND.

I GIVE MY PEOPLE A CHANCE
A CHANCE 2 LAUGH
AN A CHANCE 2 DANCE
IN A TINNE OF CALAMITIES
WHERE ALL WE SEE
IS VIOLENCE.
THA VOLATILE SLNCE
POLICE CATASTROPHIES
NO JUSTICE NO PEACE
UNTIL ALL MY BLAC PEOPLE
ARE LITERALLY
FREE.

BUT THA HEART 2 BED
BURS AN BLAC  BLAC HEART
YOU'LL NEED
TA ENDURE THE NECESSITY
OF THA LIFE'S REALITY
OUR BLAC HEART'S SEE,
HOW IT WOULD BE
IF YOU WERE IN A POSITION
AS FUCDED UP AS ME.....

IT TAKE MY BLAC HEART
JUST TA LIVE FREE.
Describe ya ideal match:

Matriarch. Open minded.
Intelligent.
But wise. Educated.
Career and goal orientated.

Committed. Loyal.
Faithful.
A Vegan. No meat eaten.
Beautiful.
In the inside. More than the outside.
But pretty and confident all the way around.

Love to work-out.
Not lazy.
Finally a woman that ain't ta proud.
Strong enough.
Patient enough.
Ta deal with a bad ass like me.
LIKES AND DISLIKE:

I dislike religious people. Ignorant myopic
dumb ass's laziness... people.

I dislike who steals from the poor
good hearted people.

I hate those that are
intentionally pure of evil
stingy, cynical
pretentious pompous.

I like what eva
I feel like likin
@ tha moment.
DESCRIBING MYSELF:

I'm GRUMPY CONTRADICTIVE MOODY, HARD TO GET ALONG WITH.
STUCK IN "SOME OF MY WAYS".
I COULD BE QUIET BUT I LOVE TO TALK.
I WALK THE TALK.
I TALK THE WALK.
CONVERSE ON ANY TOPIC MUST BE INTELLIGENT.

I GET FRUSTRATED
WHEN EVA I GET AROUND PEERIES.

I AM CONFIDENT.
COURAGEOUS
ALONG MY DIGNITY WITH BRAVERY.
BUT SOME TIMES I DO HAVE DOUBTS
I'M AFRAID TO FAIL
I AM AFRAID TO TRY.
FOR I AM A ZEALOUS PASSIONATE DEVOTE.
I'M LOYAL TO ALL MY COMMITMENTS.
ONE AND TIMES MUST BE ALL CHARACTERISTIC
OF A TRUE ALTRUISTIC
I WILL GIVE 100% IN WHAT EVA I BELIEVE IN.
I'm HARD workin'  
WILLIN' TA ACCEPT WHAT I DON'T KNOW  
IM EAGER 2 LEARN. ALTHOUGH  
I'M OPEN MINDED 2 LIMITS  
BUT I WILL GIVE YOU A CHANCE  
I WONT JUDGE YOU EITHER  
BASED UPON YA PAST.

I'LL LET YA ACTIONS  
BE THA JUDGE  
I'M VERY IMPATIENT  
I BARE WITH IT  
IN THA NAME OF  
LOVE & INDIFFERENCE,  
O BUT I'LL TRY  
UNTIL IT'S OVER-STANDIN'  

I DONT LIKE TA FIGHT  
BUT I WILL BE QUICK  
TA ACCEPT ANY CHALLENGES

I'LL FIGHT A GIANT, EVEN  
GOLIATH.  

I FEAR NO MAN  
NOT EVEN GOD  
I'M SELF SUFFICIENT  
CREATIVE AND CRAFTY.

I'M A REAL "G"  
BABY NO NEED  
TO ASK ME  
I AM THA THUG  
A REAL GANGSTA, BUT  
I DO KNOW HOW  
TA COMMIT 2 LOVE.  
I DON'T DO DRUGS.  
I'M VERY RESPECTFUL  
MOST TIMES CONSIDERATE  
GET ME PISSED YOU WILL  
GET DISSED.  

HE
Then you'll get piss
An call me an IDIOT! But
I will submit to you
With the last
Of my breath
down till my last
Heart beat
"If ya prove ya self
Worthy,
My love so hard
But my hate is even harder
Needless to say
I'm one of a kind,
If you can't find
This time
to visit an white
A nigger
Then bitch
don't waste
Ya time,
don't bother don't even mind,
you just lost this
opportunity you'll get
once in a lifetime
until then,
I'll rest this pen
Later fa now
But never good bye.
I'm alive, but I am slowly dying,
I pretend to smile,
just so you won't see me cryin',
They tell me I need to stand up,
continue to fight.
really, I inquire for what!
I have no family,
they're all dead & gone.
so how the hell
do you expect me to live on?
no matter what I do right,
society still believe I'm dead wrong.
I'm never right.
It ain't that really hot livin' in hell (Jail)?
from these sprinkles of embers,
fire inside of my burnin' cell,
curses & evil spells,
burnin' souls from many dead convicts I could smell.
A strong whiff of fresh burnin' flesh,
must I be thankful & grateful, bless?
just to wait till
the prison guards beat my ass to death,
I hear voices cryin'
in the middle of the nite,
whispers of prayers,
you'll even hear,
Eerily commin' from an Antichrist.
Grown ass men cryin' 
cuz prison time, even if
break us all down.
It's an eerie feelin'
hearin' screams from burnin' prisoners
with out any sounds.
we're all burnin' pretendin'
to cover our wounds with a smile,
been sufferin' 1st degree burns
since I was a lil' child,
we all need help, which, we won't admit,
beauz we refuse to bend over
Kiss the ass & submit.
but help me, please, if you could only understand
that I am burnin' a slow death soon, total, dead now!
It is within - you.

No man has the right to beat a woman
Nor must cheat a woman
But cheat the woman

I'll teach you the secret
to beat a man
To sleep the man
Tell his Dumb ass
to walk
eagerly
Into quick sand/Quit sand

Take his hand,
you own his land.

You are wiser than the man
You know who you are
You know who I am
You are the womb that creates the man
You make the man
You have the power
To actually physically
Spiritually break the man
Understand or over stand
What you are is who I am.
hevils within wrong with being emotional.
It's OK to cry - to have feelings.
Feel what you may feel inside.
Look inside from time to time.
You'll see all that went to be fought...

Draw strength from within, strength within within.
Jewels,
Ther tools
Are found within
For you to win.
Climb the solid rock.
Kill him man, a row.
You are the top
Climb, the mountain top
Never stop.
You'll see all that needs to be fought.
You have to find
All that you've got
Many ways to ones spot. But try not.
Don't call the cops
A thing sign of weakness.
Co-dependent
Find ya own independence.
Fuck for given him
For his repentance.
DEAR LADIES

MEN ARE LIKE ANIMALS THEY THRIVE OFF OF FEAR, SAD BUT TRUE, PREDATORS GET EXCITED THAT YOU GET SCARED.

YOU MUST REMAIN CALM IN FRONT OF MY ANGER.

I AM A PREDATOR NATURALLY I HUNT FOR MY OWN FOOD.

I LISTEN TO NOBODY RULES, I AM THE RULE.

I'M HONEST I'LL TELL MEN ARE REALLY FOOLS,

JUST TO SERVE YOU

NOTHING MORE GREATER THAN

A VIBRATION TOOL.

HERE IS THE SECRET

LET IT GO

IF YOU COULD DECIDE

TA KEEP IT.

LEARN FIRST WHO YOU ARE

DON'T BE AFRAID OF THAT DARK

WAR IS AN ART.

YOU MUST USB YOUR POTENTIALS

MEN ONLY RESPECT THE ACT OF BRAVERY CREDENTIALS

WARNING PLEASE DON'T BE OVER SENTIMENTAL.

TRUST YA OWN MENTAL

YOU EVIL POWER TO POSSESS OR DESTROY MY TEMPLE.

LISTEN TO THE SECRET I TELL YOU:

Always always carry a gun,

NEVER EVA EVA GET SCARED AN RUN.

Don't talk to much

DONT CRY TO MUCH

SAVOY YA HEART

YA LOVE COMMITMENT

MUST IVE ALL YA TRUST, TRUST YA GUT.

MEN WILL NATURALLY LIE

CHEAT AND STEAL.

WE LIKE YOU MORE ALL THA REAL.
Say what you mean
an mean what you say
neva back down to a man in no way

naturally we will challenge you
it's call the "Rite Fight or Passage"
we mean no true harm
this is how we make true
Sista's & Bratnap in arms.

men will watch you.
we will size you up
if you let us.
we will prize you up
so betta strap up
* wise up.

honestly we are actually
terminated of a woman
it is an erotic perfunctory
an inclination.

deep inside men know
that it is the women
who rules all nations
it's "your predation"
I'm here to give you
The map of the secret
destination.
The revelation the
revelation & revelation
in our realization

mother of wisdom
talked to me &
launched wit me
ta enlightenment ta the
path of your destiny
queen of the ants
queen of tha bees.

men will steal ya honey
give us a loan
we won't give you
back tha money.
ill you come an hunt me
show ya self worthy
squeezo tha trigger
an gun me.

woman, women put aside
all tha cat ty bitchin
if somodi so never ever
start snitchin.

who men hate a woman snitch
it shows weakness.
we hate weakness, an tha weak we will dismiss.

unify ya self, collect ya self
every sister in situ"n, help
fa our man, it take
8 sister.
make sure ya got em
be fore ya got cha.

i'm not into violence
but you got a right
ta fight
let us hear ya silence.

then, will you be respected
but until you fight back
ya man will get rejected
it won't be effective
ta "tha abuse of men." for
we are infected.

with too much pride
only way
we will obey
if i when you find
"tha act of bravery"
ta take our lives,
men must die, men must die.
See this is the very reason we make you cry.
You always find the excuse to accept the abuse.
SYMBOLIZEZ OF THA 3RD I

WIN THA GAMO
TA FIND THA ANSWER.

IT IS A WOMAN
HEAL WHAT CANCER
LOOK INSIDE
SHE WILL FIND
DISCOVERY
WHAT THA SYMBOLIZEZ
ASK HER.
The door is the entrance, only way he can enter.
Planetoid - the center, the chosen who sent her.
The oasis repeats her, for us to destroy...

"That creation" is made in this image of you. To worship you.
"You are the masters of the builders" we build all things made
to show you worthy of all acclaim.
To you only praise.
My intelligence you can only raise.

What does this symbolize?

1. The pussy
2. Vulva
3. Clit
4. Joy button
5. Clit stimulant
6. Door bell ring

Inside is the vagina womb.
O DARSHA PHILIPS

O DARSHA
Full lips

O DARSHA
Full lips

O DARSHA
Full clit

O DARSHA
Bull whip

O DARSHA
Full clip

O DARSHA
Full clip

O DARSHA
O

O DARSHA PHILIPS

O "I really miss..."

O DARSHA
Full lip(s)

O DARSHA
Tits

O DARSHA PHILIPS

O DARSHA
Fill it

O DARSHA
Feel this

Selection for you

O DARSHA PHILIPS

O DARSHA
I

O DARSHA
You - me

Fill up

O DARSHA PHILIPS

"THA BLACK SMITH"
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SMURFETTS
BLOW THE TRUMPETS
"THA CYC MUSIC"
REYS OF THA
STRUMPETTS
BLUELETTS
REDLETTS
DISCIPLELETTS
LORDLETTS
KINGLETTS
REYES FROM DEATH
FING'LETTS
FRUITLETTS
PANTHERLETTS
HAVE FA THA PAST
LETTS, LET IT PASS
CARRY NOT ON A SINGLE
REGRETT
BLAC LIBERATION LETTS
UHURU LETTS
MOVE LETTS
ALL SISTAS OF THA
REAL-VOLT-LUTION LETTS
ANTI-UP
IN THA SPIRIT
FA ALL THA MOTHERLESS
MOTHER LETTS
BEE LETTS
REYES THA PRIDES
THA MOTHER QUEEN OF
ALL NATIONS \\
AND TRIBES
YOU ARE THA
ARMY ANTS
THA MIGHTY BEST
THA QUEEN
FEET. DEFEATS
THA WARRIORS OF WORLDS
WILL ALL EVENTUALLY
BEST
It's time you rest
Strum pets
For you've past ya test.

Walk thru tha valley shadow of death.
A SAFE is like a Ya

The Door is locked. It's

To keep all safe.

A secure place. Ya safe.

What is Ya cool? Ya

To keep all safe.

A YA cool to Ya safe.

A YA cool. Ya safe.

Ya safe. Ya cool.

A YA cool. Ya safe.

A YA cool.
JESSICA REY.
TA YOU I PRAY
EVERY TIME
I MASTURBATE.

ENER-JAY- ENERGY
ENTER J. THA ENTER- PrAY
HER SECRET WAY
REY'S MAGNETIC ENERGY
REYS OF SUN DAYS
I CUM, WHEN YOU CALL I CUM E.
AFTER I PRAY
FOR YOU EVERY DAY
TA YOU I PRAY
TELEPORT YA WAY
THRU MAGNETIC RAY-DIO
WAVES, LIKE RADIO WAVES

POWNA OF CONNCTION
SPRITUAL POWER
PARAMOUNT PROJECTILES FORBIDDEN
IMAGES OF YOU ON EVERY HOURL
RAY8 MY POWER
THA RAYS IN MY TOWER.
REY'S UP MY ATTENA
RADIO LIKE FREQUENCY
TRANSPORT TRAJECTORIES
THRU MY TELEPORT
YOU FEEL ME
THAT YOU BREAKIN ME, HEALIN WEAK
YOU ME FREQUENCIES
DO ME SEQUENCES
OUR SECRET COMMUNITIES
COMMUNITY
SWEET WOMEN IN BEE
COMMUNICATION
PURE HONEY BEE'S
SECRET OF THE POOP TREES. I PRAY TA PRAY THRU.
CONJURE

STEP #1
DESTINATION: Fix ya mind firmly upon
THE DESIRED DESTINATION.
IMAGINE THE VERY PLACE YOU TRYNA GO.

STEP #2
DETERMINATION: Focus an meditate with determination
ta occupy all that be
what you see, an visualize
THAT PLACE! TA BE.
LET YA ENERGY AN YA POWER
Flood ya mind
YA SPIRIT
TA EVERY PART
TURN OUT YA BODY
TILL YOU CAN SEE IT
AN HEAR IT.
DON'T DOUBT IT
LESS YO FEAR IT.

STEP #3
DELIBERATION! Deliberate only when
you find the code.
AN GIVE IT COMMAND
USE YA MIND
USE YA HAND
TURN ON THE SPOT
FROM COLD TA HOT
FEELIN YA WAY
AS YOU PRAY
TA BOO IN DESTINATION
BY YA DETERMINATION
THAT PLACE SPACE
MOVE WITH DELIBERATION, THEN
YOU WILL APPEAR
@ YA DESIRED DESTINATION.
I'm ya Superman

THAT NIGGA HATE YU
Ya say his love too
Then why he rape you

You let him take two
It took all right
Just to find truth

Girl cry let NIGGA die out
let it out
You wanna shout
60 Head use it
You choose ya route
Ring me out, Baby
P-Ray
An you will will
Ta bring me out, don't let him stay
I'm ya Superman

I fear no man, I'll fly ya way
Fa you I'll fight
I feel it CRY to nite
I'm a Crip to Knight

GUARD THE LEFT
I Guard the Right
Protect the Life
Use my Life
I'm tha Sacrifice

You need to hurt
That man

Baby Stand please Stand
He brakes ya legs
You still posse ya hands

Dial my number
I'm a Bring Down Thunder
Im tha Eight number
Tha world of the Eight Wonder
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Dial my number
I'll hurt that man
An Bring him thunder.

I'm ya super man
I'll be ya super man
You made my super hand
But you could take a stand
Don't snitch
Don't take tha stand,

Call All
Them Army Ants.
Door Bell RING's TOUCH it
RUB it "O" I LOVE it.
GIVE it THREE KNOCKS.
IT'LL MAKE HER HOT.
WHY WONDER WHY
NOT I.

All IT TAKES is 2
PRESS CLIT THREE TIMES
HAVEN'T EVER WANTED
WHY EVERYTIME KNOCKS
ON THE DOOR.
OR EITHER PRESS "THA RING
BUTTON" ON THA HOUSE'S DOOR.

NO COINCIDENT THAT "THA
BUTTON" IS RIGHT DIAGONALLY
UP NEXT TO THA DOOR HANDLE
KEY HOLE.

IF YOU LITERALLY
GO STAND IN FRONT
OF SOME ONE
MUSEUM WITH-OUT
RINGIN "THA
DOOR BELL".
FIRST CHANCES
ALSO YA ASS
WILL BE SUCKED
OUR SIDEO LOOKIN
SILLY.
AIN'T NO ONE GONNA
LET YOU IN NOW.
ACTUALLY YOU
MAY BE COINCIDENTLY

BUT NOT UNTIL
YOU ACTUALLY
PRESS "THA DOOR Bell BUTTON"
SOON AS YOU DO, MOST LIKELY
SOME ONE WILL SEE THE ATTENTION &
HEAR "THA RING!"
RUN DOWN STAIRS.
TO SEE WHO'S KNOCKIN' THEIR
EVERY HOUSE HAVE A DOOR Bell. "THA RING!"
IS YA DOOR Bell ON?
DOES IT RING.
MUSIC OF ENERGY SING. CREATURE OF THE NIGHT IT WILL BRING.
The electromagnetic charge.

Pulsate, you thru the universe, shining stars.
Sun, moon, the planets, the stars.
Electrical rays, elevate past of Mars.

SOS's raised, the kids are raised.
Then, warrior's made, ring the button.
The door bell, from hell she savings, the rays.
Raise the dead from they're graves.
The rise of the slugs.
The moon rides control.
The sea ocean waves.

Need not date, still get hot.
Bash masturbate to master may, me master bait.
"The door bell button" capture bait.

I will cum in ya mind.
Do you mind.
Call me up.
Yeah was up, you dialed me up.

So I'm goin' ta ya house.
I ring that door bell.
Sup baby, anybody home.
You must be asleep
or either you AIN'T home.

Let me see...
How long,
Girl you've been gone.

I left you a few messages,
Why you AIN'T checkin' it,
you must be afraid...
This is just a game, huh?
But you called me up.
So this is why I only came love,
SECRET OF THE POOR TREE

LET'S PLAY A GAME

SECRET OF THE POOR TREE

SEE WHO CAME NEXT

SHOUT OUT THE POWER

DON'T BOTHER A DATE

TA REFRAMES

DRINK OUT THAT YOU
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WHENEVER YOU
MASTURBATE,

WONDER WHY YOU CAN SEE CLEAR
WHEN YOU TOUCH THE DOOR BELL RING

WONDER WHY IT CUR YOUR SPIRIT THROUGH THEIR

YA SPIRIT IS PRAYS
IT IS THE POWER OF HOW YOU BEHAVE & HOW YOU PRAYS
THE FORCE THAT CREATES ENERGY
THAT ENERGY IT MAKES, WILL
TAKE ON A FORM
THE UNIFORM YOU CHOOSE
TA CREATE.

WHEN YOU MEDITATE
YOU HAVE TO FOCUS AND
MASTURBATE
LONG ENOUGH ANY DOOR YOU CAN OPEN.

THEN YA MIND WILL OPEN
TA THAT PLACE UPON THAT WHERE EVER
YOU FOCUS
SO TALK TA YA SPIRIT
USE IT
LESS YOU FEAR IT
ANSWER WHENEVER
YA HEAR IT

WHAT YOU SEE INSIDE.
YOUR MIND
IT IS REAL.

LIKE THE AIR
YOU CAN'T SEE, ITS REAL ITS THERE,
JUST LIKE THAT
EXACTLY INSIDE
YOU FEEL.
YOU CAN SUMMON
YA SPIRIT.
TA BEER WITH MY SPIRIT
YOU WILL SEE IT
WHEN YOU WON'T HEAR IT.
WHEN EVER THE MONSTER
RISE, NO TID NOT FEAR IT.
FOR IT IS HERE TO SERVE
YOU ALONE.
SITS ON THE THRONB
WE GATHER AROUND.
BOW & KNEEL
TA YOU ON THE
GROUNO
TA KISS YA FEAT
HERE'S HOW WE MEET.
RING THE BELL,
HERE COMES THE
BOAST.
TA YOU I SERVE
WHEN EVER YOU
MASTURBATE
& SWIM THE WORDS
FIRE OR THE BLACK BIRD,
FLY TA THAT PLACE
IN THE MIND.
& THE MIND
OF BLACK DIAMOND
AND BLACK PEARL,
MASTURBATE & YOU
WILL HAVE IT ALL.

GIRL
BABY THIS IS
YA WORLD
YA WORLD
TAKES PART
YOU ARE THE MASTER
OF ALL BLACK HEARTS
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IN THAT HOUSE THERE IS LIGHT, ON THAT SWITCH
ENERGY CLICKS THE POWERS IN YA CLIT.

EVERY TIME 6 IS CREATED IN YA IMAGE,
OPEN YA MIND THEN JEWELS IN THAT MINE TOOLS IN THAT MINE
THAT TEMPLE STORES YA CREDENTIALS.
DO YOU FEEL THE CHARGES SEE LIGHT?
FEFE STARS CONNECTED YOU ARE TO THE UNIVERSE THE MOTHER EARTH SUN, MOON, STARS ALL THE PLANETS INCLUDE PLANET MARS.
JUST LIKE THAT SWITCH IT IS CONNECTED TO THE ENTIRE HOUSE.
NERVES ARE THE WIVES THROUGH YA CLIT CLICKING TO START A FIRE, SHINES BRIGHT LIKE A DIAMOND RAKER.
Damn girl. Ya so FINE. Ya Reall Ya ARE THE
most Beautiful pretty attractive woman
in my WORL. Ya nose is perfect. Ya eyes
are radiant on tha path way. Ya have such
beautiful eyes and beautiful lips. Nice teeth
and lovely shaped ass an tite heart shaped hips.
I love ya feet. Ya hands. Ya ass
Damn Baby ya got thornay. I had this wonderful
Dream. I imagine that. You an me were @ Home
in ya Bed room alone.
I HAD Knocked & Ran 2 Da Door boy. You took ya
long 6 so I waited outside all night. But you finally
Came Down an Answer th3 door.
You had on some sexy blue lingerie. My Dick
started to rise, instantly. I got th3 dark brownish
chocolate Big Fat 8 long Dick. My Dick got harder
Stiff & Rock Solid hard instantly. Then minutes
I saw you. Baby, tell the truth my Dick is
really fat at least im honest. Its amn th3 size of
tha boat but tha motion in tha ocean.
on da set. I started to kiss you passionately.
we began to kiss. I laid you on top of th3 bed.
I slowly moved ya panties to tha side
& began to rub ya pussy. While I was kissin
you. I slip Fa a minute to help you take off ya
clothes (lingerie).

Damn I love ya body its perfect 2 me,
what eva size you may bee.
I started suckin on ya neck giving you hickies
an monkey bites all over ya neck. I then started
suckin on ya tit-tites. I used my teeth & my big
lips to pull n bite & suck on ya left nipple. hard
just gentle enough. I used my right hand to
twist & twirl ya other nipple while I continue
TA Suck on ya left nipple. Than I switch and repeated this same process with the right nipple. You began ta moan & groan in pleasure & excitement. After a while you took control and position ya self on ya bed in the doggie style position.

I then spanked you on ya ass cheek a few times. Ya ass cheek made smackin noise from the spank. I gave you on yo booty. I then position my self more so my face Rita behind you. I spread ya ass cheeks wide apart & I began ta stick my tongue in ya ass. I did this for a few minutes then I started biting on ya ass cheeks and spankin you some more again.

I stuck my middle left finger slowly inside ya ass hole. Finger bangin you in ya ass while I eat ya pussy from the back. I stuck my tongue deep in ya pussy walls. Wiggin my tongue on each side of ya walls left to right. Right back to left. Ya pussy was hell-a wet. Ya juice was warm & sweet. I then began ta bite & suck on ya pussy lips. I sucked them for a while until you started buckin ya ass back in my face than I began ta spread ya ass cheek an ya pussy lips far apart. My whole entire face was buried in ya ass an pussy, eatin you out, than I flipped you over on ya back but you took full control. You pull me to what's you. This is when I...
climbed on top & slid down ta ya stomach
I started kissin ya stomach & ya naval,
until I reach ya pussy. I first began ta
pinch ya left thigh inner part same time
I began biting down in your right inner
thigh. After that I began plantin small
little gentle kiss's on your dusty lips.
"You have such a pretty pussy," I said.
I then started ta slowly lick tha top of ya
pussy with my warm long tongue. & while I
start lickin ya pussy, I used my both hands
ta spread ya pussy far apart. It's pearly
pink. I realized open ya lips & push tha
layers of ya pussy wall licks back further ta
expose ya clit. Pearl tongue. I kissed it &
kissed it & kissed it. Then I began ta
flicker my tongue on ya clit. Faster faster
& faster. I then began ta pull on ya clit
with my warm mouth & lips. I started pullin & suckin
ya clit like a baby drinkin baby milk.
"Oh Blac Heart. oh Blac Heart oh Blaaac Heart" is about ta cum. "Don't cum baby not yet! I said
I continued ta suck on ya clit while I stuck two
of my fingers inside ya pussy in two more in
ya ass. All at same time I finger fucked
hard on ya pearl tongue. Gim ya triple
stimulation an pleasure. You grabbed tha back
of my head & also started pullin on my ears
& pressin my head against ya pussy. I took my
Two fingers out ya pussy and lick ya juices off of my fingers. Hmmm Baby. I went back to it this time I made sure ta focus my fingers on tha tender spot on tha roof top of tha very insides of ya pussy. I rubbed my finger finger finger that spot. I had you alive, seein stars moanin. My face my dick an all types of other shit. Ya legs was wider open as you buck ya ass an began humpin my face.

You came hard back ta back. I swallowed all of ya juices every single drop ma. Damn Baby you got a pretty pussy. After you came, you turned back over into tha Doggie Style. I got behind. I took my dick an spanked you with it. Then I slowly slipped my dick inside ya pussy.

I had one hand grizin ya nip an tha other hand pullin ya hair not hard nor ruff but just enough. I began ta fuck you makin love ta ya.

I took long slow deep strokes in a consistant smooth motion goin deep inside, you felt Blackheart Dick all in ya stomach.

Press stop. This is ta rest continued.
We'll get back ta this on another day Baby. You & I had fun, now it's back ta business & work.
Beast master
Best to meat faster

Beast master
I eat ya meat faster

Beast master
Who can you master
Master-bait

Beast master
I love when you masturbate

Beast master
For 0 mg
You masturbate faster

Beast master
She's my master

Beast master
I live when I eat ya meat faster
You masturbate faster
Masturbate faster

Beast master
Hear I cum master

Beast master
Power to tame all creatures. All that matter you are the beast master.
TAKE THE PRICE OF YA LIFE
THE PRICE MAKES YA WORTHLESS
PAID FOR PURCHASE
TIC TOC TIC TOC
TIC TOC THE BANG STRIKES
IT'S 8 O'CLOC
THAT CLOCK STILL WORKIN
TIME AINT SHIT
STOP THE CLOCK
DON'T COUNT YA AGE
WHAT PRICE AINT WORTH IT
IN NUMBERS WILL
BE PAID WORTHLESS
YA AIN'T NUMBERS OR SLAVES
YOU SLOWLY
TIME SHOWS, IF
YOU COUNT THEM
FOOT STOP DOWN
THE ROAD
WALKIN' TA YA
ON
GRAVE, HELL NO
YA NUMBER SLAVES.
BREAK THE CYCLES
ERASE THAT TITLE
DON'T ALLOW TIME
TA BUY YA
BYE YA
BURN THAT BIBLE,
YA ARE MY IDOL
MY WAY TO MY
SURVIVAL,
DONT LET THE HANDS
OF TIME TRY YOU
DONT LET IT BYE YOU
BYE YOU.
TAKE THAT PRICE OFF
YA LIFE. YOU MUST
TRY TOO UNLESS YOU
WANNA DIE TOO
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The Elevator: The Elevator

That elevator. The elevator

Raisin' her with the Elevator.
She's in the Elevator.

She's raisin' me up.
Elevating me.

Elevate her.
Open close.

Up.
Down.

TSKAMART
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When ya don't respect their music
ya can't respect the people.

If ya hate the people
then ya just plain jack ass.

If ya hate their music
ya hate the people.

If ya can't understand their music
ya damn shit won't understand the people.

When ya ain't familiar with they're music
ya ain't familiar with them people.

If ya can't adopt to they're music
ya won't adopt to the people.

When ya dislike their music
ya dislike the people.

Music keeps
and it speaks
the culture and the
history of the people.

When if ya can love & embrace they're music
then ya can love & embrace them people.

We don't need to be equals
We understand
its good music
in all different
type of people.

Music is the essence, the heart &
the voice of them people.

When you listen to that music
ya listen to them people.

When eva ya hear they're music
that's when ya finally hear them people.

Learn they're music,
you will learn understanding.

If ya decide to intentionally hate they're music
then ya have decided to intentionally hate them people.
TELEPATHY

Tell A Path We

TELEPATHY

Tell A Path Way

The mind has the capability
to transfer messages
through magnetic
waves from brain waves

The brain has the same
glassy pieces of material that the sun
have. Electrical waves
magnetic waves
charged off tiny microwaves
that releases tiny
dust like particles
of zinc, iron, and copper.

The brain has the highest
of zinc, iron, and copper,
which is the source of
energy.

Have ya eva wander
about why ya pick up
all types of silly, stupid,
evil, nasty sexual or weird
type of video images? Pictures?
Wander why it's in ya mind
That ya don't want ya think of it
nor want it there. Wander why it
just pops up. Well it is because
ya are connected as the rest of us
to that mother planet,
mother board call the sun.
It is the mother sun. So
an only woman has that
transmitter. You could...
naturally scan. *RICK:* picture up message of visual images. this is why we focus our eyes directly at ya booty, or ya crotch. we real

don't mean it, we actually can't stop our selves. because then actually magnet likes transmitter & protractor &
receptors that's wired thru our system. our temples.

e.xample: had ya eva trip out on why? how tha fuck you can actually literally feel some body watchin ya? wonder why ya always say - "i feel"

some one is watchin me! i know ya said that plenty of occasions. huh. words and energy that express tha matter - "matter." so when ya say "i could feel some body is watchin me" that is exactly
tha matter. matter of ray of light = electrical rays.
so, ya know soon as you turn around, bam! you see
this mutta fucka starelin @ ya. see i told you, crazy thing is you have done this too. in what ya do. you hurry up an quickly turn ya head loke that too. see. so once we havin that extra sense to feel, feel tha rays in our eyes. penetration the receptor.
not. also wonder why you can feel it in ya but same shit i just explain to you about tha feelin
you feel when someone watchin you.

thing is, your guts is wired to that "chip." in your hips @ the booty. the clit. your vertebrae, spine which is connected to your pelvis - pelvis hips.

our eyes is also connected to our sprung.
ladies, you do the same thing too: beam in - zep in lookin @ me. i posses exactly what you possess just a lil bit less. any how our eyes have electrical
beams & rays protrudin invisibly to tha naked eye.
in a way that ya wired with thi
natural chip. "thai mother chip"
it's so tiny not even a micro scope
can see it or find it. the world's most famous
scientist has been searching for
the exact location, for centuries. the mother chip
an still can not pragmatically contest
where it lies. in ya, they presumed the brain but i
2 bea ta differ but that's another lesson
for another day.
any way, trip out on thi. you bea pickin up
message's thru the universe, baby.

the spine is divine = the very brain.

"the hips is where
ya locate the mother chip."

"c-hip",
"hip-notize",
"ya hips will hypnotize
hypnotizes
our eyes & our pi's"
this is why our eyes "magnetically" goes rise
2 ya booty - ass hips & tha pussy cli.

baby, why ya think we say
"ya got me hypnotize" it's cuz we actually
are hypnotize. hypnotizes hypnotizes
this is why i now us rise, even when or if i
2 bea ta be blind.

i will 8 still rise without seein or usin my
physical eyes.
we are wired & connected to the main source
"thai mother planet the mother board."

ya universes, our eyes are rays, that will
I will the 3rd day you will feel it. Any how this matter is the matter of what exist in the universe. The Sun. Matter means mass as in code identification something written or printed in regard to materials that conform or print out electrical living atom's material: matter. Any how stay with me love. Let this not discourage you. If it is too much then stop and close this chapter. You ain't ready if you ain't ready, feel me.

Any how this info involves the secrets of the poor."

---

```
Every creation was made in the image of you (woman).
Never forget to remember this, any how this is how why you pic (pictures) messages & transmit messages appear without too asking for them.
```
Trip out on this baby. Let's take a quick look at a digital antenna cable Card or a digital satellite. Satellite Dish Satellite Chip Satellite Hip

We also a Satellite Dish. The satellite chip music of hip hop chip hip. We are hip we dance magnetically energy transmits thru. Thru the hip, we bust a lick, we pic. The power in the hip. The dice thru the chip. Satellite Chip Satellite Dish. We are connected.

We both surf & search send our messages, projections, images & signals. This is why we see images all day. So much a lil too much.
micro's sun shines bright like a rainbow
the rain goes.
micro biologies
inside your anatomy's
microburst
a violent short lived charge
down to the earth

creations of extreme
violence of energy beams

to
similar the power of
equal violence violence comes from microburst's
violence violence is really the power of a violin
microcapsule: the power
of violin a violence
be a cup full
pour blood
on the microchip
top of that microcircuit
love it while im surfin
in searchin

there im certain shit
is natural microcomputer
computer computer
do it let me feel nor
talk to the starrs
im pass mars

she's the microcosm, she's the system, assist them.
she knows the sun
she holds on &
control sum
Braided me borrow some.

MICROELECTRONICS. You could sit
yes nap on it? intercept if you are receptive
im honest
use my lips
but you speakin
EBONY
hook on platonic
like my fire
fill my cup
with micro fibre
let a nibble fly
ALLIC higher
was connected like
wings.

You Des the micro film
secrets within
battles we lost but
the way we could win
just me im the jinn
I love you bnn
Calaandra Davis.
back
micro manage
my micro planet.

85
I know I threw you of course. Ok well dawn with it unless you lack the intelligent to multi task, not mine but yo bad!
Back to bizness for those that seek the roots of truth, secret of the root tree.
As I was sayin about telepathy, the intuition of a human intuition = visuals - images - pictures etc. transfer messages, in regard that you women are connected to the mother planet the mother board is in side you possess the key, the secret.

[Diagram with handwritten notes]

With sounds out signals a lil less but we do it all the time to often. We are wired to actually received your signals images that you give. When you press The chill button ring & call, we are natural predators we naturally hunt so we beam in an scan shit tall damn day, most shit is sexual & predatory. The only thing that actually we're good for.
We are only tools for the purpose to serve in praise our women - or woman. We send out messages.
But women most likely respond much, your not made to listen to us we were made to listen to yall. Example you notice how when a man call you you don’t naturally stop dead in your tracks. OK then baby it’s because you ain’t made to answer when we call. Only only if i is when you decide to.

Now check this out. You walkin down the street on the side walk, with tight pants on or a bikini suit you don’t have to call a man. Unit that nigga is going to auto-matically stop dead in his track. A beam in @ you he will damn crash. Just cuz his instinct us wired like a remote control car. He will drop everything he’s doing without you having to say a damn thing. Now baby tell me that ain’t power! All we need a man ain’t made to stop & listen to you, tell me you aint never experience a man stop in traffic just to get your attention. OK then any ways.

The other sounds you wear signals. Your also strong true. This is why we look stare zoom in a beam in its behind the natural iron magnetic chip in the hip that hypnotizes us immediately! stuck like mechanical machine toy. Remote control robotic soldiers. This is why you can call a man, even a stranger? He will come to your aid in the back of your call. Also this is real. For example.

A woman will not most likely take a ride from a man/stranger. But a man will take a ride with a woman stranger. We dumb & stupid like that. We will take a risk an won’t think
About the Dangers. Because we're over-confident.

It's not that we know we can over-power

you ladies. We are not made to fear nor think

as much because we're not designed to maintain

life (children). We are to SACRIFICE our life

for YOU & the children. This is why we DO

CRAZY SHIT ALL THE DAMN TIME. Anyhow you

could BE READY to KILL us an we won't know it
til we DON'T think of danger will come

from you. But it will be it can, we are naturally

RISK takers. That's why we like to take on a challenge

- it's like a task to accomplish.

Anyhow, NAIL PUS in some bick shit too. For instance

you ALL send out signals of sex to US all the time too.

THE O'power. You send us - sexual picture imagines - we pic-
pic into us, these signals messenger. Quickly, 85% of the time,
we only react 15% to ton % or intellectualization (of 27).

This is why we will an act like HOW we ACT.

You ya self are projecting rays of inner thoughts, quick
flash of you yourself. To the mother board - she can't miss

WITHIN. Anyhow it's when we receive your images -
you quickly flash shut us down. But you the one who
be evoke in us on not misleading us with your images.

Tell A.O.D Full to tha enticement. The Attitude you wear ARE.

# the File.
The formation
WE ARE A MOON SUN STAR CONSTELLATION
WE BE LIKE HUNGRY BEES BUT YOU IS THE QUEEN BEE
THE COMMUNICATION TO REACH A DESTINATION
TELEPATHY YOU & ME
FUCK WHEN THEY NERM.

The truth
OF OUR ROSES
TELECOMMUNICATION
SEE US STARS
ENERGY OF CONFIRMATION
NO CONFIRMATION
SEE THE STARS
WHO WE ARE
SPEAK SIGNAL OF CONFIRMATION.
This is just the inception that to their is more.
But for now, this may allow you to open up your mind.
Your mind. Finally this writer cannot be held responsible
for accident. Good or bad experience that may arise
or arise.

Be careful on your perception of how you interpret
the secret of the hour. This is just the opening of
what unlocks the door to the secrets in your mind
& your mind. mind is, means, like an actual diamond
& gold mind or any mind that holds jewels found
in the dark caves & hidden places under & in the earth.

Finally again I bear no responsibility for your
actions & the reactions that may happen to you, but
if you do experience any thing that may bother you
or if you have any questions need to be answered
just call me. But it's better to write to me directly
& I will gladly assist you on any thing you need
to be answered.

Finally I pray that be patient and let nature take
its course. With that said.

I'll see you later. Part #1 will be later but not
until you are able to see through what you read.

Take good care of this poet. This book of poems
for this book posses good & evil spirits.

Many strange things are bond & bound to happen
remember don't run not fear the beast.
You must remain calm in the face of danger baby.
It will all past away you must pass & past to get
to the next next level.

Warning! These poems
may have thin
point to them
not cases of Blessings please be aware.
IMAGISM.

material of ENERGY. THE FRUIT DON'T FALL FAR FROM THE TREE. AS MUCH AS THE WIND BLOWS, THE BRANCHES STAY BUT DRIFT & LEAVE.

Inside this IMAGISM you may experience a wave of introspections. Upon that anomalies may or may not occur depends on your ability/GIFT/Talents.

If you need confirmation to erase your DUBIOUSNESS, I will refer you to three ladies who have experienced weird anomalies - the power with in the secret of this poor tree.

But when you choose to dedicated your entire life not to believe in the impossible, it's very likely is hard for you to achieve what is possible.

1. Calandra Lynn Davis - L.A. Calif. African American
   Age: 36 Female

   Age: 36 Female

   Age: 24 Female

If you have any question(s) feel free to contact me directly. If you want to keep anonymous, you may just use your initials for your own privacy concerns. If you would like to publish any or all of the content contact me ASAP.

The Begin of The End
The End of The Begin